In Iran: Text & Photos

What is it like to travel in the Islamic
Republic of Iran? In June 2012, Canadian
scholar Adam Jones and his companion
Griselda Ramirez made a 26-day,
7,000-kilometer private tour through the
western half of the country, accompanied
only by their guide, Mahmood, and driver
Samad. They visited most of Irans major
cities along with many smaller towns, and
travelled to remote frontier areas of Iranian
Azerbaijan and Kurdistan. IN IRAN:
TEXT & PHOTOS guides us from the
suburbs and cemeteries of Tehran to the
dizzying vistas of the Zagros and Alborz
mountain ranges from the salt flats of Lake
Orumiyeh to the splendors of ancient
Persepolis from the wastes of the Central
Desert to the cosmopolitan charms and
classic architecture of Shiraz and Isfahan.
Along the way, the reader absorbs much of
Iranian history, politics, culture, and
geography; gets to know Mahmood and
Samad; and encounters an array of Irans
dynamic, diverse, and ever-welcoming
people. Uniquely, the text of IN IRAN
incorporates links to hundreds of vivid
images that Jones, a widely-published
photojournalist, captured throughout his
Iranian journey. The photos provide a
constant and colorful accompaniment to
this
engaging,
original,
and
up-to-the-minute account of one of the
worlds
most
controversial
and
misunderstood countries and one of its
most historic and enduring civilizations.

Iran is shown here through her glorious culture, a rich and ancient culture that has Photos. Image may contain: text. No
automatic alt text available. See All.In Iran, some vengeful lovers, spurned suitors or aggrieved family members turn to
the awful, violent act of acid-throwing to exact revenge.In Iran, homosexuality is punishable by deathyet, with courage
and conviction, the people in these portraits choose the truth, even if they must keep it obscure Buy In Iran: Text &
Photos by Adam Jones (eBook) online at Lulu. Visit the Lulu Marketplace for product details, ratings, and
reviews.Photo about Iran text with map on Iranian flag illustration. Illustration of iran, illustration, silhouette - 3792400.
In the wake of the tragedy, a final text sent by a man identified as man sent girlfriend before boarding doomed plane
that crashed in Iran.See more of Embassy of Denmark in Iran on Facebook. Log In. or 30 1. No automatic alt text
available. Image may contain: 1 person, suit, text and closeup.446 likes 5 talking about this 3 were here. iran uganda
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trade centre (iran shop) more than 20 years in kampala : Image may contain: text. Profile Pictures. 1.The chasm
between tradition and modernity in Iran makes for a tense, alienating social environment.Every day, a vast number of
Iranian women defy repression and carry out small acts of defiancewearing their headscarf too low or with defiantly
bright colors.In Iran: Text & Photos by Adam Jones. 70 likes. What is it like to travel in the Islamic Republic of Iran? A
unique and visually sumptuous account. For aPicture of made in iran country national flag map shape with text stock
photo, images and stock photography. Image 46570522.
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